Abstract: This paper contributes to the existing debate on the co-location hypothesis, by devising a proximity measure and controlling for a set of other urban form measures. Utilizing the LEHD (Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics) Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) data that provide the number of jobs by a finer geography, this paper measured the degree of centralization, proximity, and job-housing mismatch. Multiple regression analysis revealed that the job-worker proximity leads to a shorter commuting time. In addition, the results focusing on suburban areas revealed that the impact of the job-worker imbalance and the impact of job-worker mismatch on the commuting time are greater in the suburb in comparison with the city center.
Introduction
The evolution of spatial structure plays a significant role in shaping interactions among decision-making agents in cities. The development of transportation technologies transformed old port city centers and connected inland areas to each other. As the railway system came into existence, firms that had been locked in the port center could move along the rail lines. Around 1910, trucks appeared, and the network of roads made it possible for firms to move goods to further inland locations at lower shipping costs. Residential suburbanization was in line with the relocation of firms because workers wanted to locate close to their employers. The flattening of the density gradients for firms and residences continued to gain momentum as retailers and office employment decentralized. Most urban economists view the spatial transformation from monocentric to polycentric structures as an adjustment process that mitigates negative externalities, whereas many urban planners blame excessive decentralization and sprawl for more congestion and longer commuting distances.
The modern theory of urban spatial structure was developed by Alonso [1] , Muth [2] and Mills [3] , in order to explain the residential location pattern in a monocentric city, where people commute to work to the city center. The critical element of the theory is the spatial (no) arbitrage condition: there are no economic rents to be extracted from switching locations within a city. In detail, the theory argues that (1) the marginal rate of substitution between land consumption and other goods equals the rental price of land, and (2) the land rent reflects a trade-off between land consumption and transportation cost. In a monocentric city, where employment is concentrated on a single point of the city and all residents commute to the center point, the residential density decreases with the distance from the center, because (1) the rental price of land decreases with the distance from the center, and (2) thus as the distance from the city center increases, there is a decrease in the capital-land ratio in housing production (Mills [3] and Kraus [4] ).
1968 to 1988, while the average commuting distance increased. Rather than quantifying the spatial structure and testing for the causal relationship between the spatial configuration and commuting, they simply argued that the constancy in trip duration would (indirectly) support a feedback mechanism or a spatial adjustment process between households, firms, and other organizations. Peng [13] also supported the co-location argument, showing that the jobs-housing ratio is negatively associated with vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita.
Tsai [14] created indices for both decentralization and subcentering (i.e., local clustering) using the 1990 Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) data. As for the measure of population and employment decentralization, Tsai calculated the Gini coefficients for the population and employment densities by taking the traffic analysis zone (TAZ) as the basic spatial unit. In terms of dispersion for population and employment, Moran's I statistics and the Geary coefficients were used. The bivariate correlation coefficients between those measures and the vehicle miles traveled (VMT) showed mixed results with respect to city size. Tsai found that the correlation between the job-based Moran coefficient and the VMT was positive and significant only for the metropolitan group with a population between 500,000 and 699,000. The population-based Moran index has a significant, negative effect on the VMT at the worker-level regression. This means that subcentering facilitates a reduction in VMT. In addition, the Gini coefficients for the jobs and population did not explain the variation of VMT, meaning that decentralization does not have a significant effect on the commuting distances. One interesting finding of the research, from the multilevel specification, is that the metropolitan-level urban form indices as a whole jointly explain only a small portion of the total individual VMT.
At the worker level, Clark et al. [15] compared the commuting distances and time of the workers who change their work place with those of workers who do not change, and concluded that the workers whose commuting was very long try to locate their residences close to their jobs when they have to relocate. Crane and Chatman [16] tested whether or not job decentralization shortens the average commute distance by using individual-level travel data and metropolitan-level employment data. They clarified that the spatial structure they measured is of employment dispersal, rather than (de)concentration. By classifying counties into "central" and "outlying", which follows the official U.S. metropolitan area definitions, they could calculate the measures of dispersal for the workers and jobs as the share of total population and total employment in the outlying counties of the metropolitan areas. Those measures can be thought of as the opposite to the measure of monocentricity by Gordon et al. [10] .
Crane and Chatman's study stands out in that they found that the effects show different patterns by industry. It is true that the patterns of decentralization are not the same for different categories of jobs in urban history. Manufacturing jobs, for example, are much more dispersed than commercial banking employment (Glaeser and Kahn [9] ). Furthermore, the authors took into account the endogeneity of land rents, wages, employment status, and car access, which the previous literature did not consider. By including the industry-specific employment share variables into the regression, the authors provided an interesting result, namely: employment dispersal for the manufacturing and the government sector is associated with longer commutes. They interpreted this result as evidence that those sectors have experienced clustering rather than decentralization.
Cho et al. [17] tried to understand whether employment subcenters play a role in determining the location of residence at the micro level. The multinomial logit model of the residential location decision showed that workers are more likely to choose their residential locations with greater accessibility to employment subcenters.
Co-Location Hypothesis Does Not Hold
Cervero [18] presented empirical evidence that rejects the co-location argument. A regression model of the commuting flow and housing supply revealed that the jobs-housing balance is not significantly related to the degree of self-containment. This is because restrictions in housing production and high housing prices hinder workers from living close to their job locations. Similarly, Cervero and Wu [19] concluded that employment decentralization does not contribute to a reduction in commuting distances or to the number of car drivers in the San Francisco Bay area. They conjectured that the increase in commuting with decentralization would come from the lag in housing production due to exclusionary land-use regulations, particularly in the suburban employment centers (Cervero and Wu [20] ). Loo and Chow [21] expressed a similar observation; decentralization could be a problem when workers could not find suitable housing adjacent to suburban employment centers.
Similar to the study of Cervero and Wu [19] , which considers workers' job classifications, Levine [22] investigated the impact of suburban employment growth on commuting for different income groups. The study found that the lower level of housing choice hinders low-income households from being matched to job locations, and consequently produces longer commutes. Similarly, Aguiléra [23] found that in the three large metropolitan areas in France, workers living in subcenters do not commute within the subcenters, and thus produce longer commuting distances. In addition, the majority of jobs located in the subcenters are taken by non-residents who commute to those subcenters from distant locations.
Sarzynski et al. [24] used a structural model to test the effect of urban form and congestion. The four endogenous variables are (1) the degree of congestion, (2) network usage, (3) transportation network, and (4) spatial structure indicators. For the 50 large metropolitan areas, the congestion outcomes were measured as (1) the mean travel time to work, (2) the annual average daily traffic per freeway land, and (3) the annual person hours of delay per capita. The indicators for the metropolitan spatial structure include density/continuity, housing-job proximity, job compactness, mixed use, housing centrality, nuclearity, and housing concentration. After controlling for the level of congestion for 1990, the commute time for 2000 was negatively related to the job-housing proximity. However, in the equations for average daily traffic and for delay per capita, the coefficient of density/continuity indicator turn out to be positive.
Sultana and Weber [25] defined sprawl as a process of rapid population growth occurring outside of built-up areas, and showed that workers in sprawling areas commute for longer than those who live in the center in Birmingham and Tuscaloosa, Alabama. This finding could be interpreted as indirect evidence that the co-location mechanism does not necessarily happen in all of the areas in the United States.
Whereas Levinson and Kumar [12] concluded that commuting stays stable over time, the following two studies did not find any evidence for the co-location adjustment process between jobs and residences. Kim [26] concluded that workers who relocate are unlikely to reduce their commuting time and distance. Using panel data for the Seattle Metropolitan region, he suggested that the coordination failure would come from the lagged housing production in fast growing areas. Levinson and Wu [27] delivered an ambiguous result by locale. A descriptive analysis from the 1968, 1998, and 1994 household travel survey data for metropolitan Washington revealed that the larger Washington D.C. region showed little change in commute times, whereas the Twin Cities marked a drastic increase over the decade.
Polycentricity and Commuting

Debate over 'Wasteful' Commuting
The early debate on the polycentric urban form and commuting dates back to the two contradicting arguments raised by Hamilton [28] and White [29] . Hamilton raised the question of whether or not commuting in U.S. metropolitan areas is (in)efficient. Using the 1979 and 1980 Annual Housing Survey data, Hamilton derived the negative exponential density gradients for fourteen United States' cities. Then, Hamilton calculated the difference between the actual commute and the "required" commute, which is measured as the gap between the distance from the population to the central business district (CBD) and the distance from employment to the CBD. Finally, the paper concluded that 87% of urban commuting is wasteful, and decentralization of employment does not yield any reduction in commuting, even though jobs follow residences.
One of the critical points from the findings is that the monocentric city framework fails to explain the real-world commuting patterns. White argued that Hamilton's calculation is biased upward, and found that about 11% of all commuting was wasteful. She suggested that wasteful commuting appears to be a minor factor in explaining the commuting patterns of U.S. urban workers by using the 1980 U.S. Census of Population data. Dubin [30] provided a response to Hamilton's finding that decentralization increases commuting. She set up a model with eight statistical equations and one identity equation to test whether the distance of the actual job from the CBD affects the difference between the current commuting time (distance) and the time (distance). Using the worker-level Baltimore Travel Demand Data, she concluded that mobile individuals commute less as a result of firm decentralization.
This disagreement originated from the different assumptions on the distribution of jobs and houses around the CBD and the selection of spatial units. Hamilton assumed that jobs and houses are uniformly distributed around the CBD, and calculated the population and employment density gradients by taking the average distances from the CBD, which are in line with the classical Alonso-Muth-Mills' monocentric city configuration. White [29] challenged Hamilton's approach by proposing that jobs and housing could be differently distributed around the CBD, and workers commute along the existing road network. White divided a metropolitan area into zones, and calculated the commuting distances between each pair of zones, the number of residences in each zone, and the number of jobs in each zone. Using these calculations, White could include the possible circumferential travel patterns as opposed to the Hamilton's model, in which commuting only occurs along the straight paths emanating from the center location.
A series of related studies were conducted in response to those traffic assignment models. Cropper and Gordon [31] re-examined the "wasteful" commuting argument by adopting White's notion of irregular spatial distribution of jobs and housing, and by assuming that no household's utility is lowered when households are reassigned to houses. They used the Baltimore Travel Demand Data, with which they were able to divide the metropolitan area into 498 zones. They concluded that the actual average commute in Baltimore is about five miles, or about half of the average actual commute, which is considerably less than Hamilton's result. Small and Song [32] , by using the 706 traffic analysis zone data for the Los Angeles-Long Beach metropolitan statistical area, calculated the ratio of the actual average commute to the minimum average commute. They observed some degree of excess commuting, which was 33% of the actual commuting time. This result was derived when they considered large jurisdictions as the basic unit of the assignment problem. The percentage rose to 66 when smaller zones were used. Their findings suggest that the difference between the market and optimal solution could depend upon the number of zones used in the assignment model. As the number of spatial units increases (or as the unit zone becomes smaller), we may observe more excess commuting, because when the length of average commute within a small zone is relatively shorter than that between the zones, commuting within the zones is treated as efficient in the assignment model.
Simultaneity between Job-Worker Proximity and Commuting
Fujita and Ogawa [33] presented a theoretical model of multicentric spatial configuration that encompasses the complete simultaneous determination of workers' and firms' location patterns, land rents and wage gradients, commuting, and the utility level of households. They concluded that spatial configuration could undergo some degree of "catastrophic" structure change, as opposed to the clear-cut, exclusive land-use segregation between jobs and residences. Henderson and Mitra [34] presented a model of how an imaginary entrepreneur (or developer) develops his or her edge city to maximize profits. Their critical theoretical prediction is surprisingly similar to the Fujita and Ogawa's. The edge city's optimizing choice of location, in theory, exhibits a "zig-zag" or "chaotic" pattern over space. Those theoretical insights on the "fuzziness" of the land-use pattern are reaffirmed by Wheaton [35] . In Wheaton's model, the market equilibrium can lead to a full dispersal if the land use allocation is based on the relative magnitude of the rent levels for each use, rather than deterministically on the highest rent. This argument is based on the assumption that land is allocated by the process of an idiosyncratic or a fuzzy land use competition.
The result of the transition of the land-use pattern is the worker's spatial equilibrium between the old center city and the suburban employment districts. In order for a worker who commutes a longer distance from the edge to the central business district to reduce his or her commuting cost, the worker has an incentive to relocate to suburban areas and to accept the lower wage. Consequently, the wage differential between different job locations reflects the variation in the average commuting costs, ceteris paribus. Firms also have the strong incentive to decentralize, because they can reduce the most important costs of production, which are land rents and wage. Therefore, we have the compensating equilibrium between work locations within a polycentric metropolitan area; bigger centers (all else equal) have to have longer commuting distances (or, lower commuting speed), higher land rents, and higher wages. White [36] corroborated this indifference premise from the theoretical point of view. If the co-location of jobs and residences becomes possible, we might observe a variety of worker's wage offer curves, and correspondingly, different types of households' rent offer curves, depending on the workers' job locations.
In U.S. cities, employment turns out to be almost as dispersed as residences, and thus land use can be mixed. As metropolitan areas have become multicentered, the employment and residential gradients have been flattened throughout the city. When workers and firms are perfectly matched in location, the problem of traffic congestion would be erased. Critical questions arise in regard to the polycentric urban form, namely: Can this city system be efficient? How do land markets for residential and commercial use work? We noticed that travel demand arises because we assume that jobs are more centralized than households. In the monocentric model, all households travel to the CBD. Then, towards the center, less and less households will travel. In the inward-out commuting polycentric city model developed by Wheaton [35] , scale economies (i.e., agglomeration effects in production) play an important role, and thus a completely dispersed city cannot be optimal. In the competitive private market, land will be assigned to the highest bidder. The rent gradients for households and firms, as well as the wage gradient, exist in the private market. Then, a market model can lead to a full dispersal if the land-use allocation is based on the relative magnitude of the rent levels for each use. Therefore, at the extreme case, fully dispersed employment can happen even if some form of agglomeration exists. These cities with no congestion, via the perfect match between residences and firms in location, however, would lose the advantage of productivity. Anas and Kim [37] similarly argue that "when scale economies in shopping are strong relative to the cost of traffic congestion, dispersion becomes unstable." Therefore, in this problem of an aggregate net value of urban output maximization, the solution of land-use allocation is a partial dispersal. Numerical simulations by Wheaton reveal that, in a mixed land-use city where the productivity declines by a quarter, the employment border moves out. In addition, the percentage of land occupied by firms decreases to an average of 40% in the situation where the proximity between commercial and residential land uses occurs when firms and households compete for the land. They consequently jointly occupy a fraction of the land at any location within a metropolitan area.
There are positive and negative relationships between the transportation cost and the level of centralization in the polycentric equilibrium. Furthermore, if land rents for different uses follow a random process, a fully dispersed employment equilibrium is, in theory, possible. In the private equilibrium, the role of agglomeration is to offset travel costs. However, as an "optimal" city maximizes the aggregate net value of the output, there should be some degree of land-use mix, because the city can benefit from the agglomeration effect. Therefore, there is a complex simultaneity among the proximity between jobs and workers, travel cost, and transportation demand. Travel cost determines wages, travel cost is a function of travel demand, travel demand depends upon land use, land use is a function of rents, and rents are determined by travel cost. Also, a polycentric equilibrium exists with the agglomeration effect.
Empirical works for the identification of the causal relationship from the job-worker proximity (i.e., land-use mixing) to the degree of polycentricity are rare, particularly at the metropolitan level. The early work by Gordon et al. [10] tried to address the influence of the urban spatial structure on travel time. Their measure for the spatial structure was rough, gauging the proportion of the largest city's employment to the metropolitan area's total employment. What is more problematic is that the paper took the spatial structure as exogenous.
More relevant research by Lee [38] tested the impact of several urban spatial variables on the commuting time. The research took some variables to instrument the urban spatial structure, namely: metropolitan age, the percentage of core city population, the number of cities with large population, and the industrial structure. However, the research does not provide any justification as to why those instruments, in theory, are linked to the commuting behavior. Old cities tend to be more centralized and have a greater influence of the central city, which could result in longer commuting. Also, we know that manufacturing jobs are more dispersed than the FIRE (finance, insurance, and real estate) sector counterparts. Therefore, jobs for a higher level of services could draw workers from locations far from the city center. The research disregarded the possibility of the systematic variations of commuting time with respect to the industrial composition in space.
The regression results from Lee's work also seem problematic. The polycentricity variable is not statistically significant in both the OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) and 2SLS (Two-Stage Least Squares) equations in the two different specifications [38] . The result, in part, seems to be originated from the poor measure of polycentricity. The research did not measure the polycentricity directly, but took the ratio of the subcenters' employment to the sum of the CBD's and subcenters' employment. On the contrary, looking at only the distribution of job centers, the index of spatial structure in this research reflects the weighted sum of the jobs-to-workers distances at every location, with the modification of a spatial unit of analysis (which is a floating catchment area.). The measurements of spatial structure are discussed in the following section.
Quantifying Urban Spatial Structure
Data
LEHD (Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics) Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) is the main data source for measuring how local access (i.e., the jobs-to-workers ratio for the inner locations of cities) is centralized towards the city center. This paper uses the latest version of the LODES data (version 7.0). The number of jobs and the number of resident workers have been enumerated onto the 2010 census blocks. The Public Use Micro Area (PUMA) definition still follows the 2000 version. Therefore, in order to obtain the 2010 blocks in line with the 1999 metropolitan area definition, this research created a crosswalk definition file. It relates the 1999 metropolitan areas with the 2010 census blocks, by using the clipping tool in the ESRI ArcGIS software.
Defining City Center Locations
The base locations for selecting the job center locations for each metropolitan area come from the 1982 Census of Retail Trade. The significant job centers are given as some 1980 census tracts. This research starts with the definition file that contains the longitude and latitude coordinates of the tracts. In order to choose one CBD for each metropolitan area, the 1982 CBD locations layer was mapped onto the layers of (1) the 2010 census tracts, (2) the primary cities of metropolitan areas, and (3) the 1999 metropolitan areas. There are three cases of the pattern of the 1982 CBD locations. First, if only one 1982 coordinate is identified in each metropolitan area, the coordinate is chosen as the CBD location.
Second, if there are two or more 1982 locations that are identified in the primary city of the metropolitan area, the centroid of the 2010 tract is chosen, which has the largest number of jobs. Also, there are cases where multiple 1982 CBD locations fall in the one 2010 tract. Then, the 2010 tract's centroid is chosen. Finally, if there are no 1982 CBD locations in a metropolitan area, the 2010 tract is chosen that has the largest number of jobs in the primary city of the metropolitan area. The primary city is the one located in the metropolitan area that appears first in the 1999 MSA/CMSA (Combined Metropolitan Statistical Area) name.
Floating Jobs-to-Workers Ratio
For each location or zone i in the metropolitan area, the jobs-to-workers ratio within radius d is defined. This buffered area is called the floating catchment area. The choice of d is arbitrary with respect to the metropolitan area conditions and other policy perspectives. Peng [13] chose five miles from the traffic analysis zone (TAZ), and Immergluck [39] adopted a two-mile radius at the TAZ level, which was consistent with the neighborhood economic development policies at the time of research. Yang and Ferreira [40] defined the catchment area in the following two ways: (1) areas composed of the 10 closest tracts, and (2) nearby tracts whose centroids are within 10 kilometers of the target tract. Recently, Kneebone and Holmes [41] considered the average commute distance in each metropolitan area as the radius of proximity. This paper used the two-mile as the radius of local access.
The spatial unit of analysis is a census block group, not a block. There are three reasons for aggregating the data to the block-group level. First, at the very local level, a common neighborhood geography is thought to be a block group [42] . Second, because the two-mile radius is short relative to the average commute distance, there are a significant amount of locations that have no resident workers at the block level, which makes the calculation of the local access invalid.
Centralization of Jobs-to-Workers Ratio (CJW)
After obtaining the jobs-to-workers ratio for every block group, the cumulative percentage of the ratios can be plotted against the cumulative percentage of the sorted distances from the CBD, which yields the centralization index by each metropolitan area. The line is the Lorenz curve. Then, the measure of centrality (CJW) is the area under the Lorenz curve, which can be approximated to the sum of all the trapezoids divided by 2, as follows:
where r and d are the cumulative percentages of the local access and the distance from the CBD to the location i (in fractions), respectively, and N is the number of block groups in a metropolitan area. This centralization index measures the degree of job richness at every inner location in a city, with respect to the centrality of the city. A higher centralization means that local jobs (relative to workers) are more concentrated towards the city center.
Proximity between Jobs and Workers (PJW)
The centralization index measures the degree of centrality of local access at the metropolitan level. The shortcoming of this index is that it does not evaluate the distances between all pairs of locations. The centralization index shrinks the two-dimensional locational patterns into the one dimension, that is, the linear relationship between the center and the edge locations. A multicentric model developed by Wheaton [35] also takes this linearity assumption, that commuting occurs in and out of the city center. This framework alone does not fully explain the current city structure. Urban agglomeration and the forces of the jobs-to-workers proximity have been well documented in the urban economics literature [43] . Partitioning typologies of the structure of cities into both centrality and proximity will provide a more complete picture of the spatial configuration of cities. The proximity index is a simple application to the segregation measures proposed by White [44] . This index measures the average proximity between jobs and workers, and can be interpreted as the overall degree of spatial clustering and concentration between jobs and workers, as follows:
where d ij is the distance from location i to j, J is the total number of jobs, and W is the total number of workers. Note that J does not always equal W, because some portion of workers commute outside of the metropolitan area.
3.6. Density-Based Co-Location Index (BPJW)
Kernel Density Estimation between High Peaks of Jobs and Workers
Duranton and Overman [45] devised a rigorous continuous measure of employment concentration by utilizing the establishment-level data per industry for the entire United Kingdom. The authors calculated the Euclidean distances between every pair of establishments, and estimated the Gaussian kernel smoothing density of the bilateral distances. To that end, their metric is different from the employment density gradient approaches, and does not address any centrality of the spatial structure. As for judging the significance of the candidate local peaks, Duranton and Overman [45] , and Redfearn [46] , used a type of bootstrapping technique, while McMillen [47] added the secondstage semiparametric regression. This research follows Duranton and Overman's approach to describe the co-location pattern between extreme values of jobs and extreme values of the resident workers at the block level. For simplicity, this study takes the jobs and workers that are above the 99th percentiles as the high peaks. More rigorous statistical techniques exist, which are designed to detect relative outliers, but using the above-99th percentile cut-off is more straightforward, and the results are not expected to be significantly different. Moreover, applying the McMillen-type non-parametric methods to detect outliers adds additional significant computation time, which virtually makes the main analysis of this research almost impossible.
Using the centroids of the census blocks for jobs and workers, this study begins by calculating the bilateral Haversine distances between all pairs of jobs and workers. Note that the jobs and workers are above the 99th percentiles. With n jobs and m workers, there are n × m unique distance pairs. The estimator of the density ("K-density", hereafter) pairwise distances at any target distance d is given as:K
where d ij is the distance between job locations i and worker locations j, h is the bandwidth, and f is the kernel function. For the bandwidth, this paper uses Silverman's rule of thumb, which is 1.06sn −0.2 , where s is the standard deviation of the n pairwise distances [48] . For the kernel function, the Gaussian kernel is used. Note that the kernel estimates are weighted by W i,j , which is the product of the number of jobs in the census block i and the number of workers in the census block j. Here, the unit of the distances for the kernel function is 100 meters.
The support of the density estimator is bound to [0, ∞], because negative distances do not make any practical sense. However, Equation (3) will produce positive density estimates at some adjacent parts of the left side of 0 (zero) d. This means that our empirical densities do not add up to one. Following Duranton and Overman [45] , this paper adopts Silverman's reflection technique [48] . First, this analysis augments the original distances by adding the reflections that are the negative values of the distances, in order to give a data set with twice the original number of distances. Then, this procedure winds up with the following modification to Equation (3):
The formula prevents density estimates around some target distances of the right side nearby 0 (zero) from being under-estimated. We set up the target distances vector that contained 1001 evenly spaced points from d = 0 to d = 1000 (100 kilometers). The distances between the jobs and residences above 100 kilometers can be interpreted as dispersion, and thus are not factored in the K-density estimation. As for the density estimation algorithm, the pairwise distances are linearly binned to the target distances vector, and the kernel estimates are, at each target distance point, derived from the fast Fourier transformation (FFT). In the typical FFT setting, the number of distances is taken to be a power of 2. Then, the final kernel estimates at each target distance are calculated via interpolation. However, this research specifies n as the number of target distances explicitly, which is 1001. This set-up skips the interpolation step and saves computation time.
Constructing Counterfactuals
At this stage, the degree of co-location between jobs and residences needs to be evaluated by comparing the actual spatial pattern, calculated as Equation (4), against the hypothesized distances drawn from possible random locations of the jobs and residences. The observed job and worker locations are randomly assigned to the null space. Next, one pseudo K-density is estimated. This procedure is repeated 2000 times. Then, for each target distance, the bootstrapped points are sorted. The standard 95% bootstrap confidence intervals are obtained by selecting the 50th to 1950th values. Here, the null locations for each metropolitan area refer to the census blocks that are assumed for the above-99th percentile jobs and the workers to be located. This paper considers all of the census blocks of the candidate locations, except for the locations without jobs and workers. Duranton and Overman [45] named this calculation as a local confidence interval.
The issue underlying the local confidence interval is that we can evaluate the colocation with respect to only each target distance d. We cannot infer how far jobs and residences are from each other at the whole metropolitan scale. For a remedy to this problem, Duranton and Overman [45] proposed the construction of a global confidence interval. The global confidence interval is a band "such that no more than 95 percent of the estimated density functions have even a single value that lies outside the interval at any of the target distance." [49] . Mathematically, the upper bound for the global 95% confidence intervalK(d) is defined as a set of 1001 values, such that
where B is the number of simulations. The detailed computation procedure is illustrated in Klier and McMillen [49] . Finally, the colocation index for jobs and residences, Γ(D), is given as follows:
Note that the co-location index Γ(D) is a function of any target distance. Whereas Duranton and Overman evaluated the Γ(D) up to the median value of the bilateral distances, this paper chooses D = 100 kilometers, assuming that there could be workers who commute long distance from one edge to the opposite edge in a metropolitan area. For example, the 2006-2010 five-year American Community Survey (ACS) revealed that 2.06% of full-time workers are "mega-commuters" who travel 90 or more minutes and 50 or more miles to work in San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA [50] .
Employment Clusters
All of the three indexes (one centralization index and two between indexes) illustrate the overall spatial patterns of the jobs and workers of the cities. One critical drawback of the indexes is that they do not address the nature of the local clustering of economic activities in space. Employment clusters capture the concentration of employment within metropolitan areas, which significantly affects the distribution of jobs and workers. There are two strands of literature on the subcenter identification methods, namely: the simple "cut-off" value specification and the statistical modeling approaches. This research refines those methods, and applies a simpler percentile cut-off approach in order to identify the employment clusters.
Cut-off Value Approach
The early literature tried to identify high-employment nodes within metropolitan areas by using the absolute magnitude and density cut-off approach. McDonald [51] identified a zone or a contiguous set of zones among the 44 postal zones as a subcenter in the Chicago SMSA, by looking at the total employment densities and employment-to-population ratio. He justified his findings by showing that the identified subcenters have statistically significant impacts on the housing and land price gradients.
Giuliano and Small [52] conducted a similar analysis for the Los Angeles (LA) region. They defined 32 subcenters that met the criteria of 10 employees per acre and 10,000 employees. Then, they classified the identified subcenters into five industry groups using the multivariate cluster analysis with the input variables, such as the share of employment in major sectors, the distance from the LA CBD, and employment density. Small and Song [53] doubled Giuliano and Small's cut-offs to 20 per acre and 20,000 employment for the 1135 transportation analysis zones. However, they did not provide the rationale as to why this change should be made in analyzing the same Los Angeles region. As for the spatial structure, they explicitly considered the measure of dispersion by calculating the Gini coefficient for employment density, as opposed to the simple description done by McDonald [51] . McMillen and McDonald [54] revisited Chicago and explored the nature of the agglomeration economics. They followed Giuliano and Small's criteria and found 20 subcenters. In order to find the relationship between employment decentralization and commute distances in the San Francisco Bay area, Cervero and Wu [19] also used the size and density criteria.
Bogart and Ferry [55] used the same density and size approach in Giuliano and Small [52] for the Cleveland area using the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) data, and identified nine subcenters. Anderson and Bogart [56] also took a similar approach, with slight modifications to the Giuliano and Small method. Giuliano et al. [57] adopted the same cut-off approach, and experimented with different cut-offs. Their descriptive analysis revealed that the spatial layout of the LA region remained "stable", and both concentration and dispersion occurred during the 1980-2000 period.
Gardner and Marlay [58] defined an employment cluster as an area that has a minimum total employment of 50,000. To detect a cluster, they first identified high-employment census tracts. A tract with the ratio of jobs to residents of >1.0 was considered to be of high employment. Then, for each core, adjacent tracts were added to form a cluster if the candidate tracts had at least 1000 jobs per square mile. This process continued building the cluster until all of the nearby tracts met the job density threshold. In addition, the algorithm is designed for employment clusters not to overlap.
From a methodological standpoint, the subcenter identification technique using the threshold density and size criteria has some shortcomings, while the method is easily understandable. The cut-off points are arbitrary chosen, and the method sometimes involves ad-hoc cartographic and visual inspection. Furthermore, the initially identified subcenters are re-grouped or re-divided, relying on local knowledge on the area of analysis. For example, McMillen and McDonald [54] incorporated nearby zones into one that passes the cut-off criteria if the zones are within a 1.5-mile radius. However, the authors did not explain how and why the number is selected as the critical point. For the two very large areas (sites near O'Hare Airport and Evanston), they arbitrarily raised the minimum density cutoff to 20 workers per acre. As a result, the initially identified employment zones nearby O'Hare Airport were divided into five subcenters, and the zones adjacent to the Evanston center were divided into two subcenters. Similarly, Cervero and Wu [19] made two exceptions for the San Ramon and the Pleasanton region, so as to retain them as candidate subcenters. Those ex-post modifications and the trial and error approaches occur throughout the cut-off method studies. The subsequent works recognizing those weaknesses have tried to provide a unified approach that enables researchers to overcome the subjectivity pertaining to location specific knowledge of the study area.
Kernel Density and Statistical Approach
Craig and Ng [59] introduced non-parametric employment density quantile functions, rather than using traditional negative exponential specifications, in order to identify the subcenters in Houston. The logarithmic employment density of each census tract is a function of the distances from the CBD. Their non-parametric approach involves a choice of "roughness" of the density spline. The 95th percentile spline identified seven employment subcenters. Therefore, in the statistical sense, the subcenters are defined sets of census tracts that are located in the upper 5% of the probability distribution for each distance from the CBD.
Craig and Ng recognized that their methods were not complete, because the distance from the CBD is the only input variable in their non-parametric function. McMillen [47] refined the employment density specifications by proposing a two-step non-parametric procedure. In the first step, he used a non-parametric technique called locally weighted regression (LWR), and found "candidate" subcenters. The LWR estimates a smoothed density surface of the variable of interest by starting with any data point, and then by incorporating nearby observations, with closer observations receiving more weights. In the second step, a semi-parametric function was specified separately. In that function, employment density was a function of (1) the distance from the CBD, and (2) all of the distance pairs between each zone and the potential subcenter sites that were identified in the first step. Here, the distance from the CBD is entered non-parametically, because it is simply used to control the centrality of the study area. Finally, he chose subcenters if the corresponding distances proved to be statistically significant. Using the 1990 CTPP data, he identified 33, 28, 25, 19, 2, and 22 subcenters in Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angelis, New Orleans, and San Francisco, respectively. Follow-up research has adopted or slightly modified this procedure (McMillen [60] , McMillen and Smith [61] , McMillen [62] , and Lee [63] ). Redfearn [46] also used the LWR method with the widely-used tri-cubic function in order for observations to be weighted.
It seems that McMillen's method is more advanced than Craig and Ng's. However, it also shows some arbitrariness in a statistical sense. In the second step of McMillen's method, the function containing multiple distance variables suffers from severe multicollinearity. The author dropped insignificant distance variables using a reverse stepwise regression procedure, and reiterated the process until all of the subcenter distance variables were significant at the 20% level.
A Mixed Approach: Percentile and Absolute Value Cut-Offs
This research takes a distributional approach to locate the concentration of jobs. In each city, census tracts, the employment densities of which are above the 90th percentile, are chosen. A block or a block group is too small to be identified as a part of the clusters. Most of the subcenter identification papers take a TAZ or a tract as the unit of analysis. The approach reflects the overall size and the total employment of each metropolitan area, preventing too small a number of block groups from being selected in the large cities. After merging the contiguous block groups to the candidate clusters using ArcGIS, the final employment clusters are determined if the size of employment of each cluster is greater than 10,000.
Job-Worker Balance and the Degree of Spatial Mismatch by Concentric Ring
We noticed that the spatial distribution of residence and employment in metropolitan areas has evolved from monocentric to polycentric. One of the main topics of this study is to investigate how the impacts of urban form on the metropolitan commuting time can be differentiated, namely: Is commuting time mostly affected by the inner-city area? Or, is the spatial organization of the inner-or outer-suburban ring equally important? The existing models in general focused on the relationship between the suburbs to the city center (for example, Glaser and Kahn [9] ).
Other papers simply identify subcenters just by looking at the pattern of employment. But more important, is (1) how many jobs around are in each neighborhood, and (2) how the pattern of the job density, relative to population, of each neighborhood varies from the center to city edge. Imagine metropolitan areas that are somewhat monocentric, such as Philadelphia or Boston. A large number of jobs are concentrated in the old city center, and some jobs are scattered across small subcenters. People in these cities may have to commute a lot, not only from suburbs to the center, they also commute greater distances between suburbs.
Therefore, in addition to the question of what percentage of jobs are in the center vis-à-vis suburb, we should ask a more important question to describe spatial patterns of our cities, given the share of jobs, how decentralized are the suburbs? To examine the locational differential of the impacts on commuting time, this research divides each metropolitan area into the following two concentric zones: (1) the CBD area, which takes the circle from the city center to four miles; and (2) the suburban zone, which is the zone up to the 25 miles from the four-mile ring. Then, the job-to-worker ratio is calculated for each segment so as to measure the balance of jobs and workers.
These cut-off values are chosen after reviewing the previous studies that conducted analyses on the population and employment by concentric zone. Kneebone [64] categorized the metropolitan sub-areas into the following three concentric zones: (1) city center to 3-mile ring, (2) between a 3-and 10-mile ring, and (3) a 10-mile ring to 35-mile ring. Juday [65] used a 4-mile and 15-mile ring from the city center as the city core and the inner ring suburb. This paper considered the 35-mile ring to be too wide. This study takes on the 25-mile boundary as the suburban zone, which is the middle point between the cut-offs from the two previous studies (15 and 35 miles).
Another consideration of the urban form by the concentric circle is that the job-worker ratio does not measure the fuzziness or deviation between jobs and workers. In order to operationalize the dissimilarity between jobs and workers in each concentric zone, this research adopts the well-known spatial mismatch index, as follows:
where i indexes a census block group, j indexes a concentric zone, E i means the number of jobs in the block group i, W i indicates the number of workers who live in the block group i, and E and W mean the total jobs and the total workers in each concentric zone, respectively. The measure reflects the unevenness of the distances between the jobs and workers, and can be interpreted as the percentage of either jobs or workers that need to be relocated in order to be evenly dispersed.
Descriptive Analysis on the Structure of Cities
Centralization and Proximity of Jobs and Workers
The centralization index is calculated for the 100 large cities. The mean of the index is 0.7516, and it ranges from 0.6228 (Melbourne-Titusville-Palm Bay, FL) to 0.8407 (Syracuse, NY) (A.1 in the Supplementary Materials). The most centralized and decentralized cities are summarized in A.2 and A.3 in the Supplementary Materials. As for the centralized cities, some mid-sized cities (Syracuse, NY; Columbia, SC; and Shreveport-Bossier City, LA; and so forth) are top-ranked. While some large cities (such as New York, Chicago, Washington, and Philadelphia) are in the middle or ranked low, Los Angeles falls into the lowest group. As for the decentralized cities, four cities among the six are located in Florida, two of which are the relatively populated cities (West Palm beach-Boca Raton and Miami-Fort Lauderdale). In addition, the discrete jump in the LA graph suggests that some topographic conditions may play a role in shaping the degree of centralization towards the city center. A.4 in the Supplementary Materials shows the centralization indexes for the largest cities.
The bivariate association between the average commuting time and the degree of centralization is slightly negative (correlation = −0.2085) (Figure 1) . As for the relationship between population and centralization, cities get decentralized as they become bigger (correlation = −0.2762). The result that workers in concentrated cities commute less in time might be perplexing if our cities are monocentric. While those simple statistics do not contribute to the causal interpretation, they might be an indirect indication that a large portion of workers (in large cities, in particular) live and work far from the city center. In reality, both primary cities and other secondary cities have declined, while suburbs continue to grow [66] . work far from the city center. In reality, both primary cities and other secondary cities have declined, while suburbs continue to grow [66] . Furthermore, the 2011 ACS data revealed that within suburb or suburb-to-suburb commute trips remain the largest category, capturing more than 30% of commute trips [66] . The centralization index alone does not seem to capture the multifaceted commuting patterns. The relationship should be evaluated after controlling for other dimensions of spatial structure.
The mean of the proximity measure is 0.8486, and it ranges from 0.7026 (Santa Barbara Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA) to 0.9196 (Colorado Springs, CO) (A.5 in the Supplementary Materials). Similar to the centralization index, some mid-sized cities (Spokane, WA; Lansing-East Lansing, MI; Lancaster, PA; Shreveport-Bossier City, LA; and so forth) are top-ranked. The pattern is obvious because the geographic unit of analysis for the proximity index is not a block group, but a two-mile radius floating area. Drawing a floating radius for every block group generates smoother distributions for jobs and workers, resulting in a higher degree of proximity, particularly in the smaller cities. While New York and Philadelphia are in the middle and slightly toward the right in the proximity dimension, two large cities in California (San Francisco and Los Angeles) show a high degree of de-concentration (or dispersion) between jobs and workers. The proximity index is negatively associated with the average commuting time (Figure 2 ). Furthermore, the 2011 ACS data revealed that within suburb or suburb-to-suburb commute trips remain the largest category, capturing more than 30% of commute trips [66] . The centralization index alone does not seem to capture the multifaceted commuting patterns. The relationship should be evaluated after controlling for other dimensions of spatial structure.
The mean of the proximity measure is 0.8486, and it ranges from 0.7026 (Santa Barbara Santa Maria-Lompoc, CA) to 0.9196 (Colorado Springs, CO) (A.5 in the Supplementary Materials). Similar to the centralization index, some mid-sized cities (Spokane, WA; Lansing-East Lansing, MI; Lancaster, PA; Shreveport-Bossier City, LA; and so forth) are top-ranked. The pattern is obvious because the geographic unit of analysis for the proximity index is not a block group, but a two-mile radius floating area. Drawing a floating radius for every block group generates smoother distributions for jobs and workers, resulting in a higher degree of proximity, particularly in the smaller cities. While New York and Philadelphia are in the middle and slightly toward the right in the proximity dimension, two large cities in California (San Francisco and Los Angeles) show a high degree of de-concentration (or dispersion) between jobs and workers. The proximity index is negatively associated with the average commuting time (Figure 2 ). 
Index for High-Peaks of Job and Worker Locations
A.6 in the Supplementary Materials presents the ranking of the between index (BPJW) for 2010 for the 2000 large metropolitan areas over 1 million. Las Vegas, NV-AZ tops on the index and New York, Northern New Jersey, Long Island, NY-NJ-CT-PA ranks the third. The highest number for Las Vegas can be partly explained by the fact that the city shows one of the most centralized workforces among major metropolitan areas [67] . In addition, the co-location pattern of extreme values for jobs and workers suggests that residences are also located towards the central area. Chicago and Philadelphia show a lower degree of co-location, which seems to be in line with Kneebone's analysis that those cities fall in the most-decentralized areas category [67] .
A.7 in the Supplementary Materials shows the densities of the distances between the concentrated (above-99th percentile) locations of the jobs and residences for the most co-located metropolitan areas. The density functions of the actual distances (expressed in blue) have a single peak at around 10 kilometers or 20 kilometers. The densities rise rapidly to the first peak and trail off rapidly (expect for New York). In those areas, high job locations and high worker locations are close each other, relative to random locations. A.8 in the Supplementary Materials illustrates the densities for the least co-located areas. The actual K-density for Louisville, KY-IN looks similar to the one for Las Vegas, NV-AZ, but the upper global confidence band is closely lined with it, which makes the degree of co-location smaller. Is the co-location systematically affected by the size of the population? The difference in population is not very large for the two areas. Note that Milwaukee has an even larger population than Las Vegas, but is one of the least co-located areas. Thus, the huge difference in the global confidence band formation seems to come from the difference in the topography of the hypothesized null locations of the two cities.
Testing for the Formation of Employment Subcenters
Size Distribution of Employment Subcenters
The number of the identified subcenters, jobs-to-workers ratio in the subcenters, and the ratio of subcenters' employment to the total metropolitan jobs are shown in A.9 in the Supplementary 
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Testing for the Formation of Employment Subcenters
Size Distribution of Employment Subcenters
The number of the identified subcenters, jobs-to-workers ratio in the subcenters, and the ratio of subcenters' employment to the total metropolitan jobs are shown in A.9 in the Supplementary Materials. Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County takes the largest number of subcenters (n = 41), and New York is ranked second (n = 25). However, those large cities show a modest degree of the ratio of jobs in clusters to the total employment of the metropolitan area (0.379 for Los Angeles and 0.299 for New York). This observation is simply due to the size effect; large areas tend to have more employment subcenters, and jobs are scattered within those cities, which makes the ratio lower.
Following Giuliano and Small [52] , this paper evaluates the size distributions of the employment subcenters (including CBD) for the selected cities by fitting the Pareto distribution, which estimates an OLS equation, where the natural logarithm of the rank of a subcenter in terms of employment is regressed on the natural logarithm of its employment, as follows:
The test of the rank-size rule (that is called Zipf's law [68] ) is to judge whether β is equal to −1, which asserts that rank times size is constant [52] . If β is less (greater) than 1 in the absolute value, employment is more (less) concentrated in the larger employment centers than is explained by the rank-size rule (Bogart [69] ).
A.10 in the Supplementary Materials shows the rank-size rule regressions for the sixteen cities. Five out of the sixteen metropolitan areas are consistent with the rank-size rule. However, the rejection of the rank-size rule relationships should not overshadow the empirical regularity on employment subcenter sizes. Most of the equations show that the employment of the subcenters explains more than 90% of the variation of the subcenter distribution.
Polycentric Density Function
Another test for whether or not the identified subcenters explain the employment distribution is to estimate the employment density for each location of the city with regard to the distance to all of the identified subcenters. A canonical monocentric density function takes the following form:
where i indexes the geographic location (for example, a census tract), D is the employment density at distance r from the CBD. D 0 indicates the employment density at the center, β refers to the density gradient, and u is the error term. Its extension to the polycentric structure of employment includes the distances from the identified subcenters as well as the distance from the CBD, as follows:
where α 0 is the intercept, d CBD is the distance to the city center, and d ij is the distance from the location i from the subcenter j. We take the inverse of the distances from each location to the subcenters for the remedy for the multicollinearity. Then, the β j 's, in theory, should be positive.
A.11 in the Supplementary Materials shows the results of the polycentric density function for the same sixteen metropolitan areas. The results are in line with the polycentric employment distribution. First of all, the coefficient for the distance to the CBD is negative and statistically significant. Furthermore, with very few exceptions of negative and insignificant coefficients, most of the β j 's turn out to be positive and highly statistically significant.
Urban Form by Concentric Zone
A.12 in the Supplementary Materials illustrates the job-worker balance by concentric rings (by the increment of two miles from the CBD) for the selected large metropolitan areas. Detroit stands out in that the jobs-worker ratio in the first concentric area (0 to 2 miles from the CBD) exceeds 10, and the ratios for the outer areas abruptly fade out around one with a minimal fluctuation. New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia share similar characteristics. The center areas show the highest degree of job richness, and the adjacent rings show a sharp decline. Then, the ratio rises again a little in each inner suburban circle. The two California cities show some peaks and fluctuation, reflecting that those cities are relatively decentralized or polycentric.
A.13 and A.14 in the Supplementary Materials show the job-worker imbalance and the spatial mismatch index for the CBD area and suburb. In most cities, the job-worker ratio exhibits a decreasing pattern from CBD to suburb. Detroit shows the highest (5.208) for the ratio in the CBD area. When it comes to the spatial mismatch, large cities, such as New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and so forth, exhibit that the dissimilarity between job and worker distribution is greater in the CBD area than the suburb zone. However, a significant number of cities show the reversed pattern, meaning that the suburb is more mismatched than the CBD area (Dallas, Phoenix, San Diego, Denver, Tempa, Las Vegas, and so forth).
Determinants of Metropolitan Commuting Time
Job-Worker Proximity and Commuting Time
The main point of this study is to investigate the influence of the job-worker proximity on the commuting time-after controlling for other important factors of the metropolitan spatial structure, which are thoroughly explored in the previous sections. The average commuting time is calculated from the 2010 American Community Survey (ACS) micro sample. The metropolitan geography of the data still follows the 1999 metropolitan definition, which is in line with this study. Other important determinants of the commuting time are also considered. The variable description and the summary statistics are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . In a standard monocentric model, income plays an important role in the formation of a residential location. The unit commuting costs are the same for all income groups, the model predicts that the rich should have locations further from the city center in order for the locational equilibrium to hold. Consequently, income is expected to be positively related to commuting times. The prediction depends on the difference between the income elasticity of the land and the income elasticity of commuting. Wheaton's early work [70] concluded that those two quantities are almost equal. The work by Gordon et al. [10] concluded that income and commuting time are negatively associated, because higher income households have the higher financial ability to purchase their preferred locations for the 1980 large metropolitan cities. However, the more recent study by Lee [38] showed that the median household income is positively related to the commute time in the OLS specifications. If the effect of income on commuting time turns out to be positive, we might conclude that higher-income households have a stronger incentive to locate closer to job locations. On the contrary, the negative effect could suggest that there are other important factors that drive them away from the major workplaces. As for the calculation of the median income variable, this research only considers workers who work for wages, and their employment status is "keep employed" in the 2010 ACS micro sample.
A number of studies have documented the residential location decision and commuting pattern of multi-earner households. Madden [71] provided empirical findings that unmarried individuals locate closer to their jobs, while the growth of two-earner households itself does not imply a significant change in urban spatial structure. Freedman and Kern [72] concluded that the wife's commuting behavior significantly affects both her husband's workplace location and the household's residential location. Clark et al. [15] looked at the change in residential location of households and its impact on the commuting distance in the greater Seattle area. They concluded that two-earner households tried to balance the two work locations, resulting in the fact that they showed a lower degree of sensitivity to locate closer to workplaces compared with single-earner households. On the contrary, Sultana [73] found that dual-earner households were more likely to reduce their commuting time in the Atlanta metropolitan area. Mok [74] focused on the commuting distances solely for two-earner households in Toronto, and concluded that the wife's earnings in families without children exerted a greater effect in the choice of residence. Surprenant-Lagault et al. [75] found that workers of two-worker households travelled 2% less than those of one-worker families in the city of Montreal. Similarly, Lee [38] found that the percentage of multi-worker families was negatively associated with the mean metropolitan commute time in the OLS specification. In this study, the ratio of the number of multi-earner households to the total number of households in each metropolitan area was also derived from the 2010 ACS micro sample.
One of the important tasks in this paper was to find appropriate instrumental variables in order to derive the causal relationship of the spatial proximity between jobs and workers to the commuting time. This paper considers the following two variables as the instruments for job-worker proximity. As the spatial proximity can be considered as the degree of land-use mix on the two-dimensional urban space, one candidate is a measure for metropolitan fragmentation that could affect the proximity. This study obtained the number of general-purpose local governments per metropolitan areas from the 2002 Census of Governments. This research posits that metropolitan fragmentation hinders residential and commercial uses from being mixed, resulting in the number of local governments being negatively related to the job-worker proximity. The other variable measures the metropolitan terrain ruggedness that was used in Burchfield et al. [76] . The study predicted that the topographic heterogeneity, which was compiled from 1992 National Land Cover Data, encouraged scattered urban development, whereas high mountains in the urban fringe were likely to make the development more compact. The rugged terrain may have a negative impact on the spatial coordination between residences and jobs. Table 3 summarizes the OLS regression equations that examine the relationship between the job-worker proximity and the average commuting time. Model (1) is the starting model with the job-worker proximity variable (PJW), with the inclusion of other basic metropolitan level control variables. The PJW variable is significant at the 10% significance level. The percentage of the multi-earner households is negatively related to the commuting time. This result is the same as Lee's study [38] , implying that workers in a multi-earner household tend to make more coordinated decisions in deciding on their residential and/or workplace location. Metropolitan areas with a higher income and greater population tend to have longer commutes. Population growth from 2000 to 2010 was positively associated with commuting time. In Model (2), the centrality index (CJW) is entered. The CJW variable is positively significant at the 5% level, indicating that people commute longer when jobs are more centralized towards the CBD relative to workers. Note that the job-worker proximity is still significantly negative after controlling for the central tenancy of the metropolitan jobs. Furthermore, the proximity index becomes statistically significant and negative when other dimensions of the spatial structure are added in the subsequent specifications. This result suggests that the commuting time decreases when jobs and residents are closer each other, supporting the co-location hypothesis. Interestingly, the ratio of the number of jobs in the employment clusters to the total metropolitan jobs (JWCR) is highly significant in Models (4-6). The positive sign indicates that the metropolitan commuting time gets longer as major employment centers add more jobs. The same specifications are iterated for the mean commuting time by auto use only (Table 4 ). The coefficients for PJW are negative and significant at least at the 10% level, and the other variables follow the same pattern as shown in the previous models.
The same specifications are tried by instrumenting PJW with the number of general-purpose local governments (NGPLG) and the terrain ruggedness index in MSA/CMSA (RUGGEDNESS). Table 5 shows the results. None of the PJW coefficients turned out to be statistically significant or highly heterogeneous in magnitude, ranging from 4.111 to 122.715. This result seems to be due to the multicollinearity between the metropolitan level variables. In the 2SLS process, the instruments and all of the other control variables were entered into the first equation, which could make the coefficients of the instrumental variables insignificant. In this case, the model could be empirically unidentified, even when the number of instruments was greater than the number of endogenous variable(s). This is typical of the statistical results for the aggregate analysis. Therefore, other models are specified, where the two instruments have correct signs and are statistically significant at least at the 10% level in the first equation, and the PJW is significantly negative. The results from this modification are shown in Table 6 . The Durbin-Wu-Hausman test is conducted for each specification in order to test whether or not the PJW variable is indeed endogenous. For the mean commuting time model, two models (Models (1) and (2)) show the correct sign and statistical significance for the proximity index. For the mean commuting time by auto, one model (Model (4)) does. Note: t-statistics in parentheses; * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001. Note: t-statistics in parentheses; * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001. The first equations for Models (2) and (4) can be found in A. 15 and A.16 in the Supplementary Materials. The two instrumental variables (NGPLG and RUGGEDNESS) are negatively associated with the job-worker proximity (PJW) and are statistically significant, which is as hypothesized.
Job-Worker Distribution and Commuting Time: City versus Suburb
Aside from the proximity regressions, this research turns to the analyses for the impacts of the concentric segmentation of urban form (city versus suburb) on the commuting time. First, all of the concentric ring variables were used in the commuting time equations (Table 7) . We noticed that the job-worker imbalance and the job-worker dissimilarity (mismatch) increased the commuting time. In addition, the job-worker ratio showed a strong, positive relationship with the commuting time for the CBD, suggesting that the job-worker imbalance in the CBD area significantly increased the metropolitan commuting time. Turning to the spatial mismatch, the suburban area exerted a bigger effect than the CBD area (Not statistically significant in Model (4)). Table 7 . OLS regression for city center and suburb (job-worker ratio and spatial mismatch index (SMI)). Note: t-statistics in parentheses; * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001.
Next, this paper turned to the effects of the job-worker imbalance only, which are summarized in Table 8 . As other metropolitan variables are entered from the basic model (Model (1)), the coefficients of the job-worker ratio for the CBD area (JWCENTER) were all statistically significant across the models, and their signs were positive. This result indicates that the job-worker imbalance plays an important role in the city center area, in determining the overall metropolitan commuting time. More importantly, the coefficients for the CBD area (for the suburb zone) range from 0.790 to 2.087 (from 4.212 to 6.133). The result is that the magnitude of the effect is greater for the suburb area than its CBD counterpart, which indicates that job richness (relative to worker residents) in the suburb is a more important factor in shaping the metropolitan commute economies. This tendency becomes much stronger when we consider the job-worker mismatch variables only, after removing the spatial imbalance measures from the equation (Tables 1-9 ).
The importance of the job-worker distribution in the suburb can be again emphasized in the analysis of the spatial mismatch index (Table 9) . Model (1) shows that the mismatch variables for the CBD area (SMICENTER) and the suburb (SMISUBURB) are significant and positive, except for Model (4), which includes the ratio of the number of jobs in employment clusters to the metro jobs (JWCR). Furthermore, the effect on the commuting time is much bigger for the suburb ring compared with the CBD area, the result of which is similar to the analysis for the job-work imbalance. These results mean that the commuting time for the overall metropolitan area increases with the degree of job-worker imbalance or job-worker spatial mismatch for the suburban zone, holding the imbalance and mismatch for the city center constant. This finding is in line with today's commuting patterns in present U.S. metro areas, which is a trend toward inter-suburban commuting, coupled with the reliance on automobile in suburban transportation. According to the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) [66] , within suburb or suburb-to-suburb commute trips comprise the largest portion of the metropolitan commutes, capturing 42.4 million commuters or more than 30% of the total commute trips.
Discussion and Conclusions
Employment decentralization has been a predominant pattern of urban spatial configuration. The flight from congestion and disamenity in the city center resulted in a rapid increase in automobile ownership and travel distances. While urban sprawl might be problematic because of the excess commuting, this inefficient spatial organization can be mitigated by a better match between jobs and workers in urban space.
This raises the question, does the pattern of decentralization lead to shorter commuting? While urban economic theories have elaborated the forms of urban structure that lead to an efficient urban economy, empirical studies have found conflicting results on the relationship between urban form and commuting. This paper contributes to the existing debate on the co-location hypothesis by devising a proximity measure and controlling for a set of other urban form measures. Utilizing the LODES data, which provide the number of jobs by a finer geography, this paper measured the degree of centralization of the job-worker ratio, the degree of proximity between jobs and workers, the co-location of high peaks of jobs and workers, and the employment clusters. Beyond relating those measures to commuting, this paper investigated the differential effects of the spatial structure on the commuting time for the city center and for the suburban area.
A multiple regression analysis revealed that job-worker proximity leads to shorter commuting, which supports the co-location hypothesis. When the job-worker proximity measure was instrumented by the number of general-purpose local governments and the terrain ruggedness index, including only a smaller set of variables ensures the validity of the 2SLS specification because of the possible multi-collinearity among the aggregate level metropolitan variables. The model results from the subareas revealed that the impact of the job-worker imbalance and the impact of the job-worker mismatch on the commuting time are greater for the suburban zone in comparison with the city center. This finding suggests that urban policies recognize the spatially-heterogeneous relationship between urban form and commuting behavior. As few workers in U.S. metropolitan cities commute from or to their MSA's central areas [77] , priorities in transportation policies might have to be directed to the suburban area-in order to reduce automobile dependency and to promote environmental sustainability for the whole metropolitan region.
As within-central city commuters become within-suburban commuters by the construction of urban highway systems [77] , it is important to invest more on the transportation infrastructure and to efficiently maintain the existing transportation systems in the suburb. One problem arises when we endeavor to enhance the capacity and quality of the suburban transportation networks; suburban communities are politically fragmented [78] , and thus the development of the transportation infrastructure in the suburb tends to be heterogeneous, fragmented, or uneven. A fraction of suburban locations grow faster than the rest, which makes it difficult for the metropolitan area to meet the infrastructure needs within the suburban rings. In order to cope with the high levels of inequality and unevenness, we might need a flexible and overarching governance system to integrate and coordinate the design and implementation of the suburban transportation policies. In suburban areas, several agencies provide transit services, and the failure in coordinating the local services and policies negatively affects the suburban mobility at the metropolitan level [79] . The unequal distribution of the transportation infrastructure and the resulting inequality in the spatial mobility in some suburban locations trigger the necessity of policy intervention to integrate the construction of the transportation infrastructure and the operation of transportation services. Along with the expansion and maintenance of highway networks, there should be other practical actions to enhance the suburban-to-suburban public transportation services, such as limited-stop routing, local area circulators, shuttle links, subscription buses, and vanpools [79] . Transportation policy makers and city and regional planners from each suburban community should put a joint effort into enhancing the cross-suburban transportation services.
Future studies could improve this paper. As stated above, the development of public transportation should play an important role in enhancing the job-worker proximity. This study could not explicitly measure the capacity and quality of public transportation for each metropolitan area. Public transportation systems vary drastically by each metropolitan area, while a significant portion of the population uses automobiles to commute. This discrepancy in the status of the public transportation infrastructure hindered the authors from devising reliable indices for the performance of public transportation by each metropolitan area. Future studies may explore the linkage of public transportation to the spatial behavior between jobs and workers at the metropolitan level. As for the theory of the dynamics and the evolution of urban spatial structure, there is an argument that geographical proximity alone is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for interactive learning to be realized [80] . Regional competitiveness would be gained, not only through spatial proximity, but also through collective learning and an interaction mechanism based on intangible assets and knowledge spillovers [81] . In this regard, the concept of proximity includes cognitive, organizational, social, and institutional dimensions, beyond the geographical element [80] . This study focused only on the job-worker spatial proximity, and did not reach out to the theoretical debate on the non-spatial dynamism and the evolution of cities. Future studies may explore how the multiple dimensions of proximity affect commuting behavior in the metropolitan economy. The 2SLS specification in this research focused only on the job-worker proximity. This attempt does not fully solve the endogeneity issue, because other spatial measures are also highly correlated with commuting time. As for the scale of the unit of analysis, looking at the linkage between urban form and individuals' commuting patterns might supplement the metropolitan-level analysis to shed light on the relationship between the configuration of urban form and the economic activities in urban space. Author Contributions: C.K. conceived and designed the research frameworks; and analyzed the data. C.K. and C.C. wrote the paper.
